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Before the spotlight shines on us, now

the time to identify the efficiency measures
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Editor's Note: "Members Speak Out" runs
bt each rssue of District Energy magazine.
Its purpose is for a member to briefly

:lure his/her disvict energy experiences
L1t1Ll opinions - and obtain feedback
from
lellow members. If you have comments
on this column, please email David Wade
ttt dvwqrdaeng.com - or email IDEA
\\'ith your response for publication in the
rre,xt issue.

orgive me for paraphrasing the Democratic Partyb U.S. presidentral campaign
strategy from 1990, but one thing is
cecoming clear: lts the efficiency, stupid!
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Reflecting on the energy news and listening to numerous presentations at IDEAs
annual conference in Orlando caused me to

few months I have watched

focus on the concept of efficienry i.e., "desired

gasoline surpass $4 per gallon, natural gas

outpuVrequired input." Our industry has long

than $13.10 per MMBtu,
and the price of oil continue its march to
5200 per barrel. lt is no wonder that efficiency is the new byword with respect to

focused on fuel conversion efficienry, including
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purchasing decisions. lt has been years since
we have seen so much emphasis on miles
per gallon in car advertisements and shiny

nation. Determine where you stand in these
efficienry measures. Once you have identified
efficiency measures and determined where
you are on the scale, you can develop an
action plan to increase efficiencies. At the
same time, it would be a good idea

tion

is.

You can be sure in the not-too-distant
future that your customers will be considering
all efficiency measures that are important to
them and that groups outside our industry
will be exerting pressure on politicians to
regulate those efficiencies and steer the coun-

try in the direction they believe is the most
efficient. Times are changing, and there are
many opportunities for us as district energy
industry professionals to sharpen our pencils
and work together to be the most efficient
in every category.
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increased f uel-use efficiency through combined

heat and power. We can quickly calculate the
monetary effects of efficiency on the delivered
price of energy to our customers. Throughout
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were related to reductions in costs.
ln the 21st century however, we must
expand our thinking to include other efficiencies. Consider the following efficiency

lic is focused on the immediate problem

measures:
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I have pointed out before that there
little hope for the district energy industry
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high gasoline prices. Even though the spotiight is directed at the transportation industry
today, energy supply for buildings and indus-
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